UNIMAS win first gold in bowling

BY HUSSIN ABDUL RAHMAN

KUCHING: Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS) made a good start in the bowling in the ongoing Malaysian Universities Games (IMASUM) when they won the boys’ doubles title at the Unimas bowling centre in Kota Samarahan, yesterday.

UNIMAS’ pair of Mohd Shahir and Nazri beat off the challenge from UiTM, who finished second, and Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UNIMAP) to win the first gold medal in bowling.

The UNIMAS contingent, with home support, however did not do well in the Boys futsal event when they were thrashed 5-1 by Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) in the quarterfinals yesterday.

The badminton team event saw Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) winning the gold while UiTM finished second and Universiti Malaya (UM) got third place.

UM have a good chance of winning the mixed singles as their pair of Loa Zhoa Xuan and Joanne Lim showed good skills and court craft when they beat the pair of New Chee Yang and Aqilah Naqibah Azmi of Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UNISZA) of Terengganu in the first round yesterday.

Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) showed their prowess in the swimming events when their quartet won the Boys’ and Girl’s 4X100m medley relay in two of the finals completed yesterday.

The USM girls beat their rivals from UPM and UM to win the gold medals in the 4X100m medley relay.

UM TOO GOOD: Joanne Lim (right) of Universiti Malaya was in commanding form when she partnered Loa Zhoa Xuan to beat the pair of Aqilah Naqibah Azmi and New Chee Yang of UNISZA in straight sets yesterday.
**VICTORIOUS USM:** The quartet from USM (right) with their gold medals after the prize presentation yesterday. Second were the quartet from UiTM (left) while UM finished third. PHOTOS: HUSSIN ABDUL RAHMAN